When Kevin was in Slovakia he
liked pancakes my mother
made and I think he also liked
the nature. He didn’t like that in
the evening we were
sometimes separated.
What I liked about Holland is
school because it has much
better equipment and I liked
the countryside, though it’s
just flat-surfaced. I also liked
the programme they prepared
for us. Kevin’s familly is really
fine.
I enjoyed staying in Holland.
Thanks for a nice week.

Nora and bart

Bart liked Slovakia and mostly he liked
Tatras because in Holland aren’t mountains.
He was surprised that we had so cheap
alcohol.
I really like Holland. They prepared very
good programme.
I was amused when I saw their higher hill.
Their tradicional foods are very good.
The food and drinks in restaurants are more
expensive.
Bart’s family is very nice and friendly.
Thank you for nice week..

Peter & Koen
So, Koen told me, that he liked our mountainous
surface and in Tatras it was like hills are
everywhere around you.
And me? For me it’s perfect experience,
because here’s everything different compared to
Slovakia. Staying here it’s nice, because dutch
partners prepared very good program in our
freetime. I met many new and funny people, so
I’m really satisfied. Food here has very specific
taste, because of many contrasts in tastes in one
meal and I like it. The school here in Uden is
nicer and better equipped than ours.

Karlijn & Romana
Karlijn was amazed by
the visit to Slovak caves
and castles
I like the houses in The
Netherlands, people
are very nice and I was
surprised that they eat
a lot of sweet things
and they don’t eat
vegetable

Stefan and Michal

• Stefan liked everything in Slovakia almost the trip to Bratislava and
trip to glass factory but he didn’t like trip to High Tatras because the
weather was really bad.
• In the Nethelands I like the culture and another architecture that in
our country but I don’t like they are use to riding bikes all the time. In
general it’s really nice stay.

Steffi and Klaudia

Let me introduce my girl Steffi. She and her family was brilliant. They were nice
to me so much. Her father is a very good cook and very funny person. Her older
sister,Nikie,who is 19 ,is a funny and crazy person. Every member of ,,my” family
was so cute. Our stay in Holland was wonderful. Thank you very much for every
nice moment.

Pavlina and Myrthe
• My Dutch partner liked the
evenings in the city, she also
enjoyed a trip to Besenova and to
Bratislava.
• She like vegetarian lasagne made
by my mum.
• She didn’t like when it was
raining and cold.
• The highlight for me was the
tour of the city center and
visiting shops.

-When Roy came to Slovakia, he was surprised. He didn’t expect it to be such a developped
country. I think he had a good time there, only the weather wasn’t very good - it was raining all
the time.
-When I came to Holland, I was really amazed by its simple architecture and beautiful nature. I
found out that it’s true that they use bikes all the time, I’d like to have roads only for bikes also in
our country. The family was perfect and friendly. Despite a very cold climate, I was really very
satisfied.

Jeroen and Adam
I think that Jeroen was satisfied in
Slovakia. My family is quite similar to his, so
it wasn’t problem to stay with us.Possibly the
best thing about Slovakia was the cheapest
beer in the world.It was a shame that the
impression about trip to Hight Tatras has
got worse for bad weather.
And me? Staying in Holland is realy
nice.One of the most beautiful experience
are people here- very generous and
polite.For my great feeling also contribute
amazing program and good weather.

When in Slovakia, Danique liked all the stay, but most of all she liked
evenings in the city. But she was sad that in High Tatras there was a
bad weather.
I liked all the program, especially biking and parties. I was suprised
that they eat really a little for the lunch, and the weather is too cold.

Harm liked a lot of things in Slovakia, from trips to interesting
places to spending time in pubs.
I liked Dutch countryside, because it`s really beautiful and the
capital city of Amsterdam, because it`s very interesting.

Katarina and Michelle
• My Dutch partner
likes shopping. She
bought lots of clothes
in Bratislava.
• She tried typical
Slovak foodbryndzove halusky and
she really liked it.
• The most attractive
place in Netherland is
Amsterdam for me.

Anne & Julie
The most interesting thing
for Anne in Slovakia were
probably mountains and
she wondered why
Slovaks don’t ride bikes
more often.
During my stay in Holland I
enjoy riding a bike in the
nice,modern country, but
still riding a frozen bike in
minus degrees isn’t very
comfortable.

Aniek was homesick, because it was first time she
was in foreign country without her family.
I am suprised by food – Dutch people eat a lot of
sweet things. They usually have sweet breakfast
and they have got only breads for the lunch.

Claire liked evenings spent out and our trip to Tatras.
I liked people here, they were very kind. Also I liked
riding bicycle and parties. But the weather was too cold.

Jansje and Michaela

Jansje liked on our land our
mountains and our food at
home.She was surprised of our
prices in our city.Slovakia was for
her interesting and I think she
liked it.

I like on Dutch people that they are very
friendly and I think they are not mean
contrary to their reputation.My family
was very nice and I had not any problems
with them.I liked their cooking.I think they
have better school then we because is
more free and they have more possibilities
and more fun.They usually eat food like
many kinds of bisckuits ,bread with
chocolate…The wheater was good
considering climate of this land.But I didn t
like cold in their house and riding bicycles
in bad weather.I think I have from Holland
good experience thanks to good program
too.We saw a lot of very nice places.

The name of my partner is Evelin. She is beautiful
blond girl with blue eyes. She fell in love with a typical
slovak cake from Skalica. She didn’t like tour de High
Tatras because it was snowing and raining.

Stef really like Slovakia. Mountains impressed him
at all. Also the other trips were good. He told me
Bratislava was fantastic.
Holand is a nice country with good people. I think
cycling is really interesting. But wether is a little bit
cold than in Slovakia. I also like the good food.
Typical cheese is fantastic. It is nice to be here.
Thank you for nice time.

Lenka & Sophie
Sophie enjoyed their visit in
glassworks and she bought
there a lot of things.
In Netherlands, I enjoyed a
day in a farm, but it was a
pity the wheather was so
cold

When Renée came to Slovakia she was very tired. I think she liked the programme we prepared and she was maybe surprised
by the way of living in Slovakia (food,ect.). She also compared the prices in Slovakia that to those in Netherlands. The
weather wasn’t that good but that didn’t stop her to have fun all the time.
On the other hand while I was in Netherlands I noticed the beautiful enviroment that they really took care of. I also
appreciated that they went everywhere by bicycle so there was less trafic and pollution. People there were very
nice and friendly and prepared a full programme for us so we could see many interesting things that I will never
forget.

